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Abstract. Pervasive computing applications involve information ﬂow
across multiple organizations. Thus, any security breach in an application
can have far-reaching consequences. However, eﬀective security mechanisms can be quite diﬀerent from those typically deployed in conventional
applications since these mechanisms are constrained by various factors
in a pervasive environment. In this paper, we propose a methodology to
perform a cost-beneﬁt analysis under such circumstances. Our approach
is based on the formulation of a set of constrained multi-objective optimization problems to minimize the residual damage and the cost of
security provisioning. We propose the use of workﬂow proﬁles to capture
the contexts in which a communication channel is used in a pervasive
environment. This is used to minimize the cost that the underlying business entity will have to incur in order to keep the workﬂow secure and
running.
Keywords: Security, Pervasive computing, Multi-objective optimization.

1

Introduction

Pervasive computing aims at making the presence of computing machinery so
transparent that their very presence becomes imperceptible to the end user.
These applications involve interacting with heterogeneous devices having various capabilities under the control of diﬀerent entities. Such applications make
use of workﬂows that are mostly automated and do not require much human
intervention. For critical applications, the workﬂows pass on sensitive information to the various devices and make crucial decisions. Failure to protect such
information against security breaches may cause irreparable damages.
Pervasive computing applications impose a number of unique constraints that
make choosing the appropriate security mechanisms diﬃcult. Interoperability of
the heterogeneous devices must be taken into account while selecting security
mechanisms. Resource consumption is a very important consideration as this
directly relates to the up-time and maintainability of the application. The cost
of deployment must also be considered. Thus, an overall picture illustrating the
cost-beneﬁt trade-oﬀs in the presence of these constraints is needed before a ﬁnal
decision can be made.
Unfortunately, security threats in a pervasive environment are very applicationdependent. Thus, it is not possible to give a solution that is satisfactory for all
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pervasive applications. For example, if a communication is between a mobile device and a base station, then a particular type of authentication protocol may be
appropriate, whereas if the communication is of an ad-hoc nature, the same protocol may be inappropriate. Further, the communication between two devices can
be deemed sensitive or non-sensitive depending on the context under which the
communication is taking place. Finally, the resource constraints varies for diﬀerent scenarios and prohibit the usage of the same security measures even for the
same class of threats.
Context based security provisioning has earlier been proposed to adapt the
security level of a communication to the sensitivity of the information being
exchanged [1,2,3]. Nonetheless, exploring the aforementioned trade-oﬀ options
becomes diﬃcult when contexts are introduced. Contexts are dynamic in nature
and proactive analysis do not always capture all possible scenarios. However, it
is important to realize that pervasive environments set up with a speciﬁc application in mind has predeﬁned ways of handling the diﬀerent scenarios that can
appear during the lifetime of the environment. It is therefore possible that these
scenarios be represented in a concise way and subjected to security evaluation
techniques. This is a good beginning since an organization has a concrete understanding of the assets it has and the points of immediate interest usually involve
the likelihood of potential damages to these known assets.
In this paper, we formalize these issues and identify possible resolutions to
some of the decision making problems related to securing a pervasive environment. We propose the use of workﬂow proﬁles to represent the business model
of a pervasive environment and compute the cost associated with the maintenance of the workﬂow. We then perform a multi-objective analysis to maximize
the security level of the workﬂow and minimize the cost incurred thereof. The
multi-objective formulations take into account the energy constraints imposed
by devices in the environment. We demonstrate our methodology using an evolutionary algorithm in a pervasive healthcare domain.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the related
work in this ﬁeld. An example healthcare pervasive environment along with the
concept of workﬂow representations is presented in Sect. 3. Security provisioning
in the workﬂow is discussed in Sect. 4. Section 5 presents the cost model for the
workﬂow. Section 6 discusses the multi-objective problems, results of which are
presented in Sect. 7. Finally, Sect. 8 concludes the paper.

2

Related Work

Security provisioning in pervasive environments is an open ﬁeld for research.
Campbell et al. present an overview of the speciﬁc security challenges that
are present in this ﬁeld [4] and describe their prototype implementation of a
component-based middleware operating system. A more speciﬁc formulation for
security provisioning in wireless sensor networks is presented by Chigan et al.
[5]. Their framework has an oﬄine security optimization module targeted towards maximizing a security provision index. Ranganathan et al. propose some
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meta-level metrics to gauge the ability of diﬀerent security services in a pervasive
environment [6].
Dependability issues related to the application of pervasive computing to the
healthcare domain is discussed by Bohn et al. [7]. They argue that the healthcare
domain can serve as a benchmark platform for pervasive computing research.
They point out the security issues relevant to the setup of such a platform.
Similar practical issues are also investigated by Black et al. [8].
An example usage of context information in pervasive applications is presented by Judd and Steenkiste [1]. Their approach allows proactive applications
to obtain context information on an user’s current environment and adapt their
behavior accordingly. The use of context information for security provisioning is
proposed by Mostéfaoui and Brézillon [2]. They propose using contextual graphs
to appropriately decide on the security policies to enforce. Further reasoning
on the contributions of combining context and security is provided by the same
authors in [3]. Sanchez et al. propose a Monte Carlo based framework to model
context data and evaluate context based security policies [9].

3

The Pervasive Workﬂow Model

Security threats in a pervasive environment are application-dependent. Consequently, business models investing in any kind of a pervasive computing paradigm
will highly beneﬁt if formalisms are derived to enable a “case-by-case” study of
the problem of security provisioning. We therefore discuss our approach using
an example healthcare application.
3.1

A Pervasive Health Care Environment

The pervasive healthcare environment consists of devices that measure the vital signs of patients, location sensors that locate mobile resources, locationaware PDAs carried by health-care personnel, and back-end systems storing
and processing records of patient data. The devices are connected through wired
or wireless medium. The application consists of diﬀerent workﬂows that get
triggered by various events. The following example speciﬁes the workﬂow that
handles the situation when an unanticipated change occurs in a patient’s vital
signs (VS) monitor.
Case 1: The VS monitor tries to detect the presence of the doctor within a
wireless communicable distance. If the doctor is present, he can make suggestions
which may or may not be based on the patient report stored at the back-end. He
may also decide to request the assistance of a nurse, who is located with the help
of the network infrastructure. In case of an emergency, the same infrastructure
is used to notify the emergency service.
Case 2: If a doctor cannot be located nearby, there is a search for a nurse.
The nurse may have the requisite skills to take care of the situation, perhaps
with information obtained from the back-end system. If not, the nurse requests
the network infrastructure to locate a remote doctor. The remote doctor can
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then make his suggestions to the nurse or directly interact with the monitoring
devices using the network. Possibilities are also that the doctor feels the need to
be immediately with the patient and informs the emergency service on his way.
Case 3: If a nearby doctor or a nurse cannot be located, the VS monitor communicates with the network infrastructure to locate a remote doctor. The doctor,
once located, can remotely interact with the monitoring equipments, or decide
to attend to the situation physically, often asking for assistance from a nurse.
Emergency services are notiﬁed on a need basis. Also, on the event that the
network is unable to locate the doctor, it informs the emergency service.
3.2

Computing and Communication Infrastructure

A pervasive application requires communication between diﬀerent devices with
varying degrees of processing power and resource constraints. We classify these
devices into three categories: adapters, composers, and back-end. Adapters are
devices with low processing capabilities driven by a battery source or a wired
power supply. They are responsible for collecting raw sensor data and forwarding
it to another suitable device. A limited amount of processing can also be performed on the collected data before forwarding them. Composers have medium
processing capabilities and may have a ﬁxed or battery driven power source.
They interact with the adapters and interpret much of the data collected by
them, most likely with aid from the back-end. The back-end has high processing
capabilities driven by a wired power supply. Databases relevant to the pervasive
environment reside in the back-end. Figure 1 depicts the typical interactions that
can happen between the three device classes.

Fig. 1. Component interactions in a pervasive environment

Examples of adapters in the pervasive healthcare environment are the devices
that monitor a patient’s vital signs and location sensors present in the facility that helps discover a mobile resource. A composer can be a location-aware
PDA carried by a doctor or a nurse, a laptop, a data relay point present as
part of the network infrastructure, or the system monitored by the emergency
personnel. The back-end in this example are data servers used to store patients’
medical records or the high-end systems available to perform computationally
intensive tasks. Note that the back-end may not be reachable directly by all
composers. In such cases, a composer (a personnel’s PDA, for example) will ﬁrst
communicate with another composer (a data relay point perhaps) which will
then route the request (may be using other data relay points) to the back-end
system. Adapters may communicate using a wired/wireless medium with the
data relay points, which in turn communicate over an infrastructure network to
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the back-end system. The composer class comprising mainly of handheld PDAs
and similar devices communicate wirelessly with adapters and other composers.
3.3

Workﬂow

A workﬂow captures the various relationships between the participating nodes
and provides a concise representation of the diﬀerent contexts under which the
diﬀerent nodes communicate with each other.
Deﬁnition 1. (Workﬂow) A workﬂow is a tuple N, E, n representing one
or more execution paths of a business model, where N is a multiset of nodes
representing the devices in the application, E is a set of ordered pairs of the
form (ns , nd ) ∈ N × N denoting the communication links, and n ∈ N is a source
node that triggers the workﬂow.
A workﬂow can also be visualized in terms of transfer of work between devices. A workﬂow is a meta-level representation of the order in which diﬀerent
devices participate to achieve one or more business goals. A feasible execution
path in such a representation resembles the order of participation of the nodes
to achieve one of the goals. For example, to ﬁnd the nearest doctor, transfer of
work progresses as VS Monitor→Data Relay Point→Location Sensor→Data Relay Point→ . . . →Doctor, and signiﬁes an execution path. Although this transfer
of work involves multiple location sensors and multiple data relay points, the
workﬂow representation does not make a distinction among them. This is primarily because the objective behind the usage of a communication link between
a data relay point and a location sensor is ﬁxed (ﬁnd a doctor) and hence all such
links are assumed to exchange information with the same level of sensitivity.
3.4

Context

Although a workﬂow helps identify the diﬀerent communication links used as
part of diﬀerent execution paths, it does not provide any information on the
frequency with which a particular channel is used. This frequency estimate is
required to determine the rate of power consumption of the two participating
devices in the link. When security measures are placed in these links, the rate of
power consumption will increase depending on the computational requirements
of the algorithms. Here we have an inherent conﬂict. Heavily used communication
channels should ideally have security measures with low computing requirements
in order to reduce the power consumption at the two participating devices. At the
same time, strong security measures are perhaps required to safeguard the huge
amount of information ﬂowing through the channel. Quite often this is hard
to achieve since strong security measures typically are computation intensive
algorithms.
Deﬁnition 2. (Context) A context is a preﬁx of some execution path through
a workﬂow. It is associated with a probability estimate vector that gives the likelihood of the context changing into other contexts.
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A context speciﬁes the diﬀerent nodes that are traversed when following a particular execution path. We use the notation Cv to represent a context with the
current node v. In some cases, we use a more informal notation and describe contexts by just concatenating the names of the nodes. For example, for the context
ABCDC, the current node is C and the node has been reached by following the
path A → B → C → D → C. We use ‘|’ to denote the operator to concatenate
a node to a context, resulting in a new context. Note that a context may be a
part of multiple execution paths. Context-based probability estimates will help
capture the likelihood with which a context can change. This is described next.
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Fig. 2. Left: Context-based probability estimates. Right: Workﬂow probability calculation.

Consider Fig. 2 (left); let Cv be the context and let t be its probability of occurrence. We assign a probability on each outgoing edge signifying the chances with
which the current context changes. The context becomes Cv |x with probability
p1 and Cv |y with probability p2 .
For a node v with k outgoing edges numbered in a particular order, the
context-based probability vector (p1 , p2 , . . . , pk )Cv gives the probabilities on the
outgoing edges in the same order when the current context is Cv . The probability values for a given context can be obtained from audit logs collected over
a period of time signifying how often did v act as an intermediate node in the
communication between two neighbor nodes under a particular communication
sequence.
It is important to realize that a workﬂow by itself does not reveal the feasible
execution paths. It is only by including context information that the feasible
execution paths get deﬁned. Context-based probability estimates tell us if an
adjacent node can become a part of a particular execution path. If all probabilities on the outgoing edges of a particular node are zero, then the execution
does not proceed and the current context at that point terminates as a feasible
execution path. Hence, by deﬁning a set of possible contexts, along with their
context-based probability estimates, we have a precise way of deﬁning which
execution paths are feasible. We call this set the context set of the workﬂow.
Deﬁnition 3. (Context Set) A context set for a workﬂow is a set of contexts
that are all possible preﬁxes of all feasible execution paths.
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The context set contains only those contexts for which there is non-zero probability of transitioning into another context. To infer the feasible execution paths
from a given context set, we start at the source node and check to see if the
current context (the source node alone at this point) is present in the context
set. We can move onto an adjacent node if the probability on the edge to it is
non-zero. The current context then changes to a diﬀerent one for each reachable
node. The process is repeated for all such nodes until a node is reached where
the current context is not present in the context set. Such a context is then a
feasible execution path.
Note that context-based probability estimates provide the probability with
which an outgoing edge will be used in the current context. This probability
does not, as yet, provide an estimate of the overall frequency with which the
edge is used in the workﬂow. We shall show in Sect. 5 how the context set is
used to compute the eﬀective probability with which a particular communication
link in the workﬂow gets used.

4

Security Provisioning

The problem of security provisioning in a workﬂow involves the identiﬁcation of
potentially damaging attacks and the security mechanisms that can be adopted
to protect against such attacks. Depending on the nature of communication
between two nodes, a subset of the known attacks can be more prominent than
others in a communication channel. Besides the ability to defend against one
or more attacks, the choice of a security mechanism is also dependent on the
resources it consumes during execution.
Deﬁnition 4. (Security Mechanism) Given a set of A attacks, denoted by
a1 , a2 , . . . , aA , a security mechanism Si is a boolean vector [Si1 , Si2 , . . . , SiA ],
where Sij is 1 if it defends against attack aj , 0 otherwise.
An attack in this deﬁnition refers to the consequence of a malicious activity. A
security mechanism is capable of preventing one or more attacks. For a given set
of NS security mechanisms, we have a coverage matrix deﬁning which attacks
are covered by which mechanisms. Further, each mechanism has an associated
power consumption rate, denoted by SM Ci , where 1 ≤ i ≤ NS .
To facilitate the enforcement of diﬀerent security mechanisms along diﬀerent
communication links, we augment each edge on the workﬂow with an attack
vector specifying the attacks which are of concern in the link.
Deﬁnition 5. (Attack Vector) An attack vector on an edge of the workﬂow
is a boolean vector of size A with the j th component being either 1 or 0 based on
whether attack aj is plausible on the edge or not.
Given an attack vector, it is possible that no single security mechanism can
provide the required defenses against all attacks of concern on the edge. Multiple mechanisms have to be selected such that they can collectively provide the
coverage for the attacks.
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Deﬁnition 6. (Security Control Vector) A security control vector SVe =
[SVe1 , SVe2 , . . . , SVeNS ] on the edge e is a boolean vector, where SVei is 1 if the
security mechanism Si is chosen, 0 otherwise.
For a particular security control vectorSVe , the attacks collectively covered by
SVe is computed from the expression (SVei · Si ), for i = 1, . . . , Ns . The ‘dot’
i

operator here indicates scalar multiplication with a vector and ‘∨’ signiﬁes the
boolean OR operation. The resultant of this expression is a boolean vector of
size A and signiﬁes which attacks are covered by the combination of the security
mechanisms. We shall call this vector the covered attack vector of the edge on
which the security control vector operates.
If AVe and CAVe are the attack vector and covered attack vector on an edge e,
then the hamming distance between the zero vector and the vector AVe ∧¬CAVe ,
‘∧’ and ‘¬’ signifying the boolean AN D and N OT operators respectively, computes the number of attacks initially speciﬁed as plausible on the edge but not
covered by any security mechanism in the control vector. We shall denote this
quantity by H(AVe , CAVe ).

5

Cost Computation

In this study, we are interested in the cost that an organization has to incur
to keep a particular workﬂow running. To this eﬀect, we consider the cost of
maintenance. The cost of maintenance relates to the expenses that an organization has to incur to hire personnel for regular maintenance rounds, purchase
supplies and hardware support equipments, or may be due to losses arising from
downtime in services during maintenance. A reduction in the cost is possible
if the workﬂow can be engineered to run for a longer time between two maintenance rounds. We realize that the contributing factors appear with diﬀerent
magnitudes and in diﬀerent dimensions, often with diﬀerent levels of impact, and
are hence diﬃcult to combine into one cost measure. We choose to adapt Butler’s Multi-attribute Risk Assessment model [10,11] to cater to these diﬃculties.
Butler’s framework enables an aggregated representation of the various factors
dominating the business model of an organization.
Maintenance cost estimates obtained using Butler’s method is used along
with frequency estimates obtained from the workﬂow to determine the total
maintenance cost incurred to keep the workﬂow running. Before we can do so,
the probability estimates on the communication links have to be aggregated
to determine the overall frequency with which the link is used. This is done by
calculating the eﬀective probability of usage of a communication link on the event
the workﬂow gets triggered.
Refer to Fig. 2 (left). Since the probabilities on the outgoing edges are decided
independent of each other, the eﬀective probability on the two outgoing edges
can be calculated as p1 t and p2 t respectively. Also, since the probabilities on an
outgoing edge is only dependent on the current context, eﬀective probabilities
accumulating on an edge from diﬀerent contexts can be summed together to give
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Algorithm 1. EﬀectiveProbability
Global Initialization: Eﬀective probability of all edges is 0.0
Data: Context set C, Context based probability estimates, Workﬂow graph
Input: Context c, Probability t
if c ∈ C then
h ←− current node in context c
for each edge e outgoing to node g from h do
pe ←− probability of going to g from h in the context c
add pe t to eﬀective probability of edge e
EffectiveProbability(c|g,pet)
end
end
return

the probability with which the edge is used. Figure 2 (right) shows the calculation of the eﬀective probabilities for a small workﬂow. The workﬂow has node A
as the source node. The outgoing edges from the source node capture all possible situations that can occur when the workﬂow is triggered. The given context
probabilities are ordered according to the numbering on the outgoing edge at
the current node. Algorithm 1 when instantiated with arguments (A, 1.0) recursively computes the eﬀective probabilities on the edges of the workﬂow given
the context probabilities shown in the ﬁgure. We denote the eﬀective probability
on an edge e by pe . Once the eﬀective probabilities on each edge of the workﬂow are calculated, the number of times a particular edge is used can be found
by multiplying the number of times the workﬂow is triggered with the eﬀective
probability on the edge.
Let Pi and M Ci be the power capacity and total maintenance cost of the ith
unique device respectively. Let {e1 , e2 , . . . , ek } be the set of edges that connect
the nodes corresponding to this device with other nodes. Let Ti be a constant
NS
(SVej l × SM Cl ) the power
power consumption by the device and P Cij = l=1
consumption rate of the device because of the security mechanisms in place
on edge ej ; j = 1, . . . , k. If the workﬂow is triggered F times, then edge ej
with eﬀective probability pej will be used f = F × pej times. Hence, the total
power consumed at device i after the security provisioning on edge ej is expressed as (Ti + P Cij ) × f . A maintenance will be required for the device every
k (Ti +P Cij )×f
times of usage. The total maintenance cost for the workﬂow
j=1
Pi
is,
k

(MCi ×

T MC =
i

6

j=1

(Ti + P Cij ) × f
)
Pi

Problem Formulation

The multi-objective formulations presented here are intended to help analyze
the trade-oﬀs resulting from the selection of a particular set of security control
vectors for the diﬀerent communication links in a workﬂow and the corresponding
cost of maintenance. To begin with, we decide on a subset Ep ⊆ E of edges on
the workﬂow that are subjected to the security provisioning procedure.
The ﬁrst optimization problem we consider is the determination of security
control vectors for each edge in Ep in order to minimize the cost of maintenance
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and the total
 number of attacks left uncovered on the edges of the workﬂow, i.e.
minimize e∈Ep H(AVe , CAVe ).
Problem 1. Find security
 control vectors for each edge e ∈ Ep that minimizes
TMC and minimizes
e∈Ep H(AVe , CAVe ).
Although the total number of uncovered attacks provide a good idea about the
potential exploits still remaining in the workﬂow, the damages that can result
from the exploitation of the uncovered attacks can be more than that could have
resulted from the covered attacks. The choice of security control vectors based
on the number of covered attacks can thus be a misleading indicator of the assets
that the employed security mechanisms helped protect. To this eﬀect, instead
of minimizing the number of uncovered attacks, the second formulation incorporates the minimization of the total potential damage that can result from the
uncovered attacks. To facilitate the computation of the total potential damage,
we modify the attack vector to indicate the damages possible instead of just a
boolean indicator of whether an attack is plausible in an edge or not. The j th
component of the attack vector is then a real valued quantity signifying the potential damage cost if attack aj is not covered by a security mechanism on the
edge. The quantity can be zero if the corresponding attack is not of concern on
the particular edge. We do not focus on the cost models that can be adopted to
estimate such damage levels. Butler’s framework is a good starting point in this
direction.
Problem 2. Find security
 control vectors for each edge e ∈ Ep that minimizes
TMC and minimizes
e∈Ep AVe , ¬CAVe , where ,  signiﬁes the scalar product
operation.
An assumption implicit in the above two formulations is that every security
mechanism is capable of running in all the devices present in the workﬂow.
This is not true when there exists devices with very low power capabilities and
not all security mechanisms can be supported by them. The existence of such
devices impose the constraint that certain security mechanisms can never be
placed on certain communication links. Thus, we extend Problem 2 to generate
solutions that are feasible within such constraints. Let ns,e and nd,e denote the
two communicating devices on the edge e. For the security mechanisms to be able
to execute, the total power consumed by the mechanisms in place on this edge
has to be less than the minimum of the power capacities of the two participating
devices. The optimization problem is then formulated as follows.
Problem 3. Find security control
 vectors SVe for each edge e ∈ Ep which minimizes TMC and minimizes
e∈Ep AVe , ¬CAVe , satisfying the constraints
NS
i=1 (SVei × SM Ci ) ≤ min(Pns,e , Pnd,e ) , for all edges e ∈ Ep .
For the ﬁnal problem, we explore the scenario when the adopted security mechanisms are not robust enough and are prone to failures. Non-robust security
control vectors suﬀer from the drawback that a failure in one of the security
mechanisms can heavily increase the number of uncovered attacks or the total potential damage in the workﬂow. Robust solutions, on the other hand, are
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able to contain such increase within a pre-speciﬁed acceptable level. We ﬁrst
introduce the notion of a failure radius r which signiﬁes the number of security
mechanisms that can fail at a time. For a given failure radius, we can specify an
acceptable level D of increase in the total number of uncovered attacks, or the
total potential damage, in the event of failure. The robust version of Problem 3
is then stated as follows.
Problem 4. Find security control vectors
 SVe for each edge e ∈ Ep which minimizes TMC and minimizes P D = e∈Ep AVe , ¬CAVe , satisfying the conNS
straints
i=1 (SVei × SM Ci ) ≤ min(P Cns,e , P Cnd,e ) , for all edges e ∈ Ep
and the constraint that the maximum increase in P D, resulting from at most r
security mechanism failures, does not exceed D.
We employ the Non-Dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm-II (NSGA-II) [12] to
solve the four multi-objective problems presented. A solution to a problem is
represented by a boolean string generated by the concatenation of the security
control vectors for each edge. We identiﬁed 23 diﬀerent communication links of
interest in the example healthcare workﬂow and 8 diﬀerent security mechanisms,
giving us a solution encoding length of 8 × 23 = 184. The parameters of the
algorithm are set as follows: population size = 300, number of generations =
1000, crossover probability = 0.9, mutation rate = 0.01, and binary tournament
selection.
Due to the non-availability of standard test data sets, the experiments performed involve hypothetical data. Nonetheless, the analysis do not make any
reference to the absolute values obtained for the objectives from the optimization. The observations reveal what kind of cost-beneﬁt information can such an
analysis provide irrespective of the exact numerical values of the quantities.

7

Results and Discussion

The trade-oﬀ solutions obtained when minimizing the number of uncovered attacks and the total maintenance cost are shown in Fig. 3 (left). More number
of attacks can be covered by enforcing a properly chosen subset of the security mechanisms, although resulting in heavy power utilization to support them.
The cost of maintenance thus increase when lesser number of attacks are left
uncovered. This observation conforms to our intuitive understanding. However,
although no two solutions in the solution set (non-dominated front) are comparable in terms of their objective values, all solutions from the set do not fare
equally well. Note that the number of attacks covered by a solution has no information in it about the total damage that it helped contain. This prompts us to
identify the line of shift where the damage cost possible from uncovered attacks
becomes more than that from covered ones.
A graphical illustration of the line of shift is shown in Fig. 3 (right). The ﬁgure
shows the ratio of uncovered damage cost to covered damage cost. Any solution
beyond the line of shift signiﬁes a higher uncovered damage cost. Observe that a
substantial number of solutions can exist beyond this line. If a decision maker’s
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360
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Fig. 3. Left: NSGA-II solutions to Problem 1. Right: Ratio of uncovered and covered
damage cost for solutions obtained for Problem 1 and 2. The line of shift shows the
point beyond which the uncovered damage is more than the covered damage.

solution of choice lies beyond the line of shift, it is advisable that the process of
security provisioning be rethought.
In terms of problem formulation, Problem 2 takes a damage-centric view of
security and explicitly considers the total uncovered potential damage cost as
an objective. Interestingly, this formulation can result in solutions with a lower
uncovered to covered damage ratio for a given number of attacks left uncovered
(Fig. 3 (right)). A lower ratio indicates that the fraction of damages covered is
much more than that uncovered. Hence, a Problem 2 solution is better than a
Problem 1 solution since it gives the added beneﬁt of having a lower uncovered to
covered damage ratio. In this sense, solving Problem 2 can be a better approach
even when the view of security is attack-centric.
Figure 4 (left) shows the trade-oﬀ solutions when the uncovered damage cost
is considered as one of the objectives. The non-dominated front is concave in
structure with three identiﬁable regions of interest. Type I and Type III regions
correspond to solutions where one of the objectives has a faster rate of decay
than the other. From a cost of maintenance point of view, the trade-oﬀ nature
in these regions signify that a decision maker can generate better outcome in
one objective without much degradation on the other. This is quite diﬃcult to
perceive without having a global view of the interaction present between the
two cost measures. The choice of a solution in the Type II region signify a good
balance between the two cost factors. However, the number of solutions lying in
each of these regions can vary signiﬁcantly. Figure 4 (right) shows the same nondominated front when certain devices have a much higher cost of maintenance
compared to others. Observe that the Type I and Type III regions become more
prominent in this front. This gives a decision maker better avenues to argue
the selection of a solution biased towards a particular objective. Further, often
solutions appear as part of a disconnected region of the non-dominated front
(Fig. 4 (inset-right)). Such regions can be of special interest to a decision maker
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Fig. 4. NSGA-II solutions to Problem 2. Left: Solutions when maintenance cost of the
devices are comparable. Right: Solutions when some devices have comparatively higher
maintenance cost.

since disconnected solutions indicate that a change can be obtained in one objective by sacriﬁcing a negligible value in the other.
The power capacity of a device restricts the usage of all possible subsets of
the security mechanisms in the device. Figure 5 (left) illustrates how the nondominated front from Fig. 4 (left) changes when the feasibility constraints are
considered. The entire non-dominated front shifts to the right and clearly marks a
region where no solution can be obtained. This in turn indicates the unavoidable
damage cost that remains in the workﬂow. It is important that a business entity
investing in a pervasive setup is aware of this residual cost in the system. This
cost provides a preliminary risk estimate which, in the worst case, can become
a matter of concern. If the unavoidable potential damage is too high, the setup
will be running under a high risk of collapse.
The next step to the analysis involves the sensitivity of the solutions towards
failure. The robustness analysis of a solution in Fig. 5 (left-inset) indicates that
the uncovered potential damage cost can increase considerably for a failure radius of only 1. At this point, a decision maker can perform such analysis on
every solution of interest and choose a feasible one. However, such analysis are
cumbersome and no control is possible on the actual amount of increase in the
cost that an organization can sustain in the event of failure. Problem 4 alleviates
this situation with a robust formulation of Problem 3.
Figure 5 (right) shows the robust solutions obtained for varying levels of acceptable cost increase. The increase in the potential damage cost stay within
this level in the event of a failure of at most one security mechanism. Depending
on the nature of the problem, obtaining solutions with small values of D may
not be possible at all. Thus, obtaining a certain level of robustness for a given
level of security is not always feasible. However, there could be areas where experimenting with diﬀerent values of D can be beneﬁcial in understanding how
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Fig. 5. Left: NSGA-II solutions to Problem 3. Constraints on the usage of security
mechanisms result in an unavoidable potential damage. Inset ﬁgure shows the sensitivity of a solution to security mechanism failures. Right: NSGA-II solutions to Problem
4 for failure radius = 1. Robustness can be improved at the cost of higher maintenance
cost.

the cost of maintenance changes with changing levels of robustness. As is seen
in this example, the increase in the cost of maintenance is much higher when
moving from a robustness level of D = 30 to 20 than moving from D = 50 to 30.

8

Conclusions

In this paper, we address the problem of optimal security provisioning in pervasive environments under the presence of energy constraints. We adopt a workﬂow
model to represent the diﬀerent contexts under which a communication is established between two devices. We provide a formal statement of the problem of
security provisioning and deﬁne a series of multi-objective optimization problems
to understand the trade-oﬀs involved between the cost of maintenance and the
security of a pervasive setup.
Our analysis reveals important parameters that a business entity should be
aware of before investing in the setup. First, the deﬁnition of “security” in the
formulated problems plays an important role. Often, an attack-centric view of
security is not enough and emphasis must be paid rather to a damage-centric
view. Good solutions protecting against more attacks do not necessarily protect
higher asset values. Also, the distribution of these solutions on the objective
space provide invaluable clues to a decision maker on the amount of security
gains possible across diﬀerent levels of cost. The presence of energy constraints
results in an unavoidable potential damage always residual in the system, early
estimates on which can help the business entity invest better in risk mitigation
strategies. Risk estimates also depend on the robustness of a chosen solution.
Our robust formulation enables one to control the changes that can occur in the
event of security mechanism failure and explore the costs involved.
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We acknowledge that the presented work involves various other areas of research that require equal attention. The modeling of the diﬀerent cost factors is a
crucial aspect without which optimization formulations are diﬃcult to transition
to the real world. As immediate future work, we shall explore the possibility of
modifying the optimization framework to work on workﬂow models that can be
broken down into sub-workﬂows for scalability.
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